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Products

EMS are at the fore front of the Entrance Matting industry, specialists in this field, keeping up to date with the demands placed on designers and
architects a like to provide fresh ideas and unique systems.
As a brand, EMS are well-known for their Colortread and Evergreen Debris Channel ranges, however EMS have also created specialist products
for LUL, consisting of two matting systems: The New LU DC Matting and EMS LU Multi-Track Matting Systems have both been designed and
manufactured specifically for LUL and comply with the Section Twelve Regulations.
As a young and adaptable company with fresh ideas and drive to be the best, EMS is proud to introduce a brand new range of Entrance Matting
that reflects the current climate with regards to sustainability and design creativity. This has culminated in our new Tretford Design Range, further
information can be found on page 4 of this brochure.
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Description
EMS Evergreen Debris Channel matting retains more foot borne dirt than any other matting on the market. Due to its innovative channel sections it collects dirt
below the surface of the mat which results in less dirt on the surface that can be tracked into the building.

Sustainability
EMS Evergreen Debris Channel is the only aluminium matting product to have Greenspec accreditation and can outperform less sustainable alternatives on the
market. The minimum recycled content of any of the Debris Channel range is 80%. This is achieved through sourcing infill material that is sustainable.
As a company we recognise the importance of minimising the impacts of consumption and manufacturing on the environment.

Application
All EMS entrance matting systems have been designed to be used in heavy duty applications and conform to recommendations set out in BS585; part 3&4 and are
DDA compliant. EMS Evergreen Debris Debris Channel matting is the specified matting for all Marks & Spencer stores and all stations on the London Underground.

Cleaning and Maintenance
Cleaning and Maintenance – All Debris Channel Matting Systems are easily cleaned and maintained with a vacuum cleaner and periodic maintenance.

Replacement strips
Replacement Strips – All Debris Channel infill Strips can be easily replaced at any time. Not only is this benefit environmentally friendly but at a fraction of the cost
of replacing the whole mat, whether it is for a new corporate look or refurbishment purposes.
Here are just a selection of clients

Please go to our website for more information on the specialist LU product range: 

already specifying this innovative
product;

Typically 3-4 days Lead Times on all products.

www.entrance-matting.com/content/london-underground

The Tretford Design Range delivers high performance,
eco-sensitive matting with the most distinctive range
of colours and design flexibility on the market.
Designed to meet the most challenging time in design
evolution, this trusted brand has over 50 years experience and remains at the cutting
edge of innovative flooring.
EMS has combined their 90% Recycled Aluminium Debris Channel Grid System with the Natural,
Sustainable and World renowned Tretford range. This is a truly unique combination creating an innovative
link between British Engineering, the Environment and Design. There is no need to compromise with this
luxury matting system!

Just some of the benefits in choosing this unique combination are listed below:

Environmental

Infills are manufactured to the highest environmental standard with the
lowest possible pollution emissions.
Bre Global listed: ENP403
Natural recycled infills made primarily from the by-product of
Cashmere goat farming. 80% Cashmere goat hair sourced from wellmanaged and sustainable sources.

Renewably resourced natural, undyed jute backing on the infills. Aluminium base is 90% recycled
Provides a healthier internal environment with reduction of dust and air pollution for improved air quality.
Natural insulator of heat – saving energy and money.

Durability

Extremely hardwearing infill material along with added benefit of the
rigid aluminium base, which is considerably stronger than PVC, rubber
and wired products as well as being durable for 30-40 years.
Easy to maintain with regular cleaning and periodic maintenance.
Manufactured to withstand heavy footfall, trolley, wheel chair use and
to be easily maintained for years to come.
Conforms to the Disability Act 2004.

Up to 15% of face fibres in the infills are made from nylon, which is made to the highest environmental
standards to aid performance and ensure longevity of the product.
Infills can be replaced at any time at a fraction of the cost whether it is for a new corporate look or
refurbishment purposes.

Design

Our new range of Tretford Entrance Matting provides the largest
selection of colours with endless possibilities for designers and
architects to discover. It is possible to create continuity between the
carpeting and the entrance by using the same product throughout.
There are an impressive 48 colours to choose from including 3 natural
undyed colours; Double Cream, Silver Birch and Dapple Grey.

Entrance Matting Systems Ltd
Freiston Enterprise Park, Priory Road, Freiston, Boston, Lincolnshire PE22 0JZ
Telephone: 01205 761757 Fax: 01205 761811 Email: info@entrance-matting.com

Colours

The Full colour board can be seen below. To order
samples or gain further information about this luxury
design range please contact our Sales Team: info@
entrance-matting.com or call: 01205 761757

